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frst we characterize the convex hull of the edges of a graph, edges viewed as the 
characteristic function of the hereditary closure of some subset of the 2dements set of a finite 
set X. This characterization becomes more simple for a class of graphs that we call near 
bipartite, NBP in short. This class is then characterized as the class of graphs such that Vx E X, 
G X\r(x), the induced subgraph of the complementary of the neighbourhood of x, is bipartite. 
We made a partial study of this class, whm interest is justifkd by the constatation that the 
following dasses are strictly include& m the edge complementary of the line graph of 6. 
NBP, ~-free graphs. 
1. llre near b@rtite graphs 
1.1. Cbnuex hull of the edges of a graph 
Let G = (X, E) be a connected, unoriented graph without multiple edges. Let G 
be such that (g}~ E, and Vx E AK, (X)E E. For every c E E the characteristic 
function f, E (0, llx of e (for i E X, fci = 0 if i$ e, fci = 1 if i E e) is a vertex of the 
unit cube [0, lF, and thus there exists a polytope PC [O, llx with f, as unique 
vertices. We will now describe P. 
Let S c X be a stable (independ-. _ ent) [2] subset of X (Ve E E lel = 2, eQ: S). Let 
P(S) be its neighbourhood. 
Theorenn 1 [ 131. P is described by the following system of inequalities: 
I V&X, Xi 30, (2) 
(1) 1 vscx, r icX\{KJr(S,) Xi+2C&<2* ids (3) 
Moreover, if we restrict S to be such that every connected component ofGx\isUr(sj), 
the spanning subgraph of G spunned by X\{S U P(S)}, contains an odd cycle, this 
system will be a minimum one in ihe definition of P, i.e., every inequality will give a 
facet of Z? 
In order to make this paper self-contained we give here a geometrical proof for 
this result. 
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Proof. Let H be the supporting hyperplane of a faucet of I? 
H= XEQX: C ai&= a 
iEX I (4) 
By construction of G the interior of P is nonvoid, P containing the following 
(1X1+ I)-simplex with vectors: 
. 
(0.0, . . . ,O) and (0,. . . .O, i,O,. . . ,O), V&X. 
H is spanned by 1x1 vertices of P which are affinely independent. Ths 1x1 Hi = 
(x E Qx, 4 = O}, for i E X, obviously support facets of P, and the other supporting 
hyperplanes of facets do not contain the origin of the coordinates, and thus are 
spanned by 1x1 vex?:ices of P which are linearly independent. In the nontrivial case 
with IX]> 1, the srraight line linking the origin and every fc for e E E and lel = 2, is 
strictly inside the cone 
(4 30 for every i E X}. (5) 
Let GH be the partial graph of G defined by 1x1 vertices of P (edges of G) that 
spanned H. We kn{Jw [lo, 121 that every connected component of GH is either a 
rooted tree, or a ifarest rooted at one odd cycle. 
(1) Let T he ;a component which is a rooted tree. Defining 
the values of the ai’s, for i E XT- are the solution of the left linear system arAT = 2, 
where AT denotes the node edge incidence matrix of 7’. By construction AT is 
nonsingular and A’, the column of AT indexed by the root r, has one single 
nonzero element in the row s; thus CR, = 2, and since a tree is bipartite, ai = 2 for 
i c XT of the same side [of the bipartite graph T) as s and ai = 0 for i E XT of the 
other side. (I[ is clearly a solution of arAT = 2, and since AT is nonsingular, (Y is the 
solution. 
(2) Let F be a forest rooted at an odd cycle. AF is also nonsingular and every 
column has two 1’~. Thus ai = 1, for i E XF is the solution of (WAN = 2. 
(1;) Let S = {i E x: ai -= 2,}, let e E E, with two ends and e c S (S is not stable with 
sue;. an e). Then r &i EX aifci = 4, for the origin <If the coordinate CiEX aiq = 0, and 
then the corresponding H cannot support a facet if S is not stable. Similary, let 
e = (i. i} with ai = 1, ai = 2, for a specified I-I, a,$ + UjXi = 3, and also I-I cannot 
support a facet. 
The other H can support a facet and they are those described in the statement 
of Theorem 1. 
Corollary 1. The conuex hull of the edges cf a simple connected unoriented graph 
without loop is given by P n H, H = (x E Qx : Tliex q = 2). 
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1.2. Near bipartite graphs 
Some graphs PP .-ye the property that the convex hull of their edges is given by: _ 
ViEX, &>O, 
(5) 
VS stable set c q s 1, 
id 
They are by definition the near bipartite graphs, NBP in short. 
The following theorem is a characteristic property of the NBP’s. 
“Ihemem 2. G is NBP if Vx E X, Gx\rc,, is bipartite. 
proof, The if part is obvious, since in such graph, for every nonempty S, X\ r(S) 
is bipartite. 
Suppose then that G is NBP and that there exists x E X such that some 
connected component of Gxirtx, contains an odd cycle. By Theorem 1, Gx\r(xb 
contains at least one other connected component than this one and {x}, since if 
not, (5) cannot describe the convex hull of the edges of G (take S = (.K}, and the , 
corresponding inequality (3) of system (1) will be necessary). In every connected 
component of Gx\T(x) which is bipartite we take one stable set being olne ‘part’ of 
the bipartite graph; the union of (x} and all the stable sets is stable, and we have 
the same contradiction as previously. 
In the sequel we will take this characteristic property as the definition of NBP 
graphs. 
1.3. Some construction of NBP graphs 
(1) ‘Ihe disjunction graph D(G) = (E, U) of the edges of a graph is NBP 
(U=Iu =(e,, eS, elnez=Y))). 
Proof. For e E E, in D(G) e is linked with every g such that e 17 g = 8. D(G)E,r(c) 
has its vertices in two classes, those corresponding to the edges of G which are 
linked to one extremity of e, and those which are linked to the other, in each class 
the corresponding vertices are pail&se disjoint. 
H is a line graph (edge complement of P(G)) ifl H does not contain any Gi, 
i=l,2,... ,9 as an induced subgraph [l] (see Fig. 1). 
(2) Let Gi be the complement of Gi ; then the graphs Gi, i = 2, . . . ,8 are NBP. 
Then the NBP class includes strictly the D(G) class. We have also the following 
inclusion: the class of graphs which does not contain 6, as an induced subgraph 
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Fig. 1. 
includes strictly the NBP class. This class is of particular interSest for us through 
the following theorem of Calvillo [3]: 
Tk~renn 3. Let P be the polytope g&n by the conoex hull of the chmzcteristic 
functions of the cliques of G, and let H = (x E QX: CieX q = k}. Then the following 
stchte~en.tlr 4reequiualent: 
(i) G k without (?, as an induced subgraph. 
(ii) ‘dk E N, H n P has all of its vertices integer. 
Proof. Let us prove Theorem 3 on G. In [4] it is proved that two stable sets a, a’ 
are adjacent iff G(a A a’) the induced subgraph of the symmetric difference of a 
and a’ is connected; if G contains 
2 
let (x = {I} and 01’ = {2,3,4}, then a A a’ = G1 (of the previous figure) which is 
connected, and thus the hyperplane H with k == 2 cuts the corresponding edge of 
3 in the point (&i, $, $) which is not integral. . 
C crr:txrse2y: Let G be without G1 as an induced subgraph. By the same 
theorem, two stable sets are adjacent iff G(a, A a’) is connected, but these graphs 
are a collection of disjoint chains, and they are connected when this collection 
comains one single element. Thus Ilal-- lo’11 6 I and so on P no edge of P cuts 
some hyperplane H, c;le such edge having ends (vertices of P) in two H’s defined 
by equations such that the non-negative difference of the second hand sides is 
larger than 1. 
Let us call (ii) the intersection property. Then the convex hull of the cliques of an 
N’B? has the intersection property. 
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(3) Let G’ be the graph obtained from G by duplicating a vertex X: x’, and 
adding all the edges {x’, y} if (x, y}~ E: if G is NIP, then G’ is NIP. 
(4) E&r induced subgraph of a IV%P is M3P. 
(5) If G is such that euery odd cycle has a chord, and without e1 as an induced 
subgraph, then G is NW. 
We note here that it is proved in [lS], that: if G is without G1 as an induced 
subgraph, and if every odd cycle of both G and e has a chorci (property tvf 
Berge-G&now), then G is perfect. 
2. nble inverse problem: cmvex hp11 of the diquet~ of the line graph of a graph 
In the first part of this paper we have seen that D(G) (=L(G), the edge 
complement of the line graph of G) is YBP. Moreover, the Edmonds matching 
theory [7] gives the convex hull of the cliques OS D(G). We shall give here the 
convex hull of the cliques of L(G). 
Let A be the node edge incidence matrix of G. It is well known that the 
polyhedron P defined by the following system of inequalities: 
(6) I Ax se where e is the vector with components all equal to 1, (7) V&E, X+0 (8) 
has as vertices the disjoint unions of one-factors of the two following types: 
ViEE, q=l; Vy odd cycle, iEycE, q=$ This result can easily be obtained, 
making a similar remark to that in the proof of Theorem 1. Any vertex of P 
corresponds to a basis, the connected components of the corresponding graph 
being either a rooted tree or a forest rooted at one odd cycle. 
The Fulkerson antiblocking theorem [8] implies that the convex hull of the stars 




VM matching,, Vri odd cycle, every vertex being enountered one by 
one edge of M or by one of yi, 2 c X, -t- c c X, s 2, 
eeM iE:I eevi 
VeEE, ~~30. 
L 
If G contains no triangle, this system gives the convex hull of the cliques of 
L(G). 
We shall now be interested in the convex hull of the cliques of L(G). In fact we 
shall show that the vertices of the polyhedron P’ defined by the following system 





VT triangle of G, c X, s 1 
eET 
(6) 
are of the same form as those of P defined by (6), except for the fact that no ‘yi is 
a triangle; then the Fulkerson antiblocking theorem gives again the solution to 
our problem. 
Lemma 1. Let us consider any system of inequalities of (6) defining the tmtex x of 
P containing the odd cycle C with edges valued at 2. 7’hen all the intquaiities 
satrsjkd at equality AiX = 1 9 for i E X( C ‘), are necessary for the definition of x. 
Let us consider a subset of the inequalities of (6) of minimum cardinality (it is 
also minimum) defining x. We know that the supporting graph of the q’s which 
are not defined by inequalities of type (8) has connected components each of 
which is either a rooted tree or a forest rooted at one odd cycle; C is odd and 
necessarily one of those. 
Note. In the set of nodes such that AiX = 1, the roots of the rooted trees are 
edges with one single end. On one other hand, the hanging edges of the trees or 
of the forest are necessarily valued at I, and the adjacent edges to the odd cycles 
are valued at 0. 
Pkqmition 1. Let Y c X wioh 1 YI = 2k + 1, Ev an odd cycle of length J!k + 1 
whose vertices are Y, and let x be a vertex of P such that zEEy x, = k + $. Let y be a 
vertex of P which is a neighkmr of x (on P) such that zGEy y, s k. TPten y is such 
that LtiE, y, - k. 
Proof. Since x and y are neighbours on P, there exist subsets of inequalities, 
defining x and y, differing only by one element. Let us consider the intersection of 
those subsets. The edge of P between x and y is defined by this syste,m. 
1x1 us now deGne the following subgraph of G: H = (2, U), Z is the subset of 
the ; - X such that Aix = 1 is in the previous syUYtem, for e E E, e E U if e c Z and 
x, =- 0 is not in the previous system. 
We know [lo. 121 that H contains exactly two cycles (possibly loops) linearly 
kkpendent in Akl. The discussion lies then ott the two extreme solution of the 
following linear system: 
(11) AHx==l. x20. 
The difficult case IS -&en ff is a!1 odd cycle plus one chain of even length with its 
endpoints linked to the odd cycle. But in this case the extreme points (x and y) 
cannot contain the odd cycle, :Eor at least one node i of the even chain one 
equation AiX = 1 being not satisfied. 
In all the other (possible) cases we can check that the statement of Proposition 
1 is satisfied. 
corollrvy 2, On P the neighbor4rs y of a vertex x containing a triangle T such that 
LeT& =$ which UE such that C&r y, S I, WV rr4ch that LETye = 1. 
Consequently for every T the hyperplane LETq = 1 cuts no edge of P and 
then P’ defined by (10) has the same type of vertices as (6), except for the fact 
that the odd cycles are not triangles. l3y the Fulkerson antiblocking theorem we 
have: 
Tbeom 4. The convex hull of the cliques of L(G) is given by (9) with the 
condition that the yi an? not triangles. 
This result has been found independently by Cornuejols and Pulleyblank [SJ. 
3. Some resuIt8 on the eonvex I@ of the cfiquw of @me NBP 
By definition the NBP are such that the convex hull of their two-cliques is given 
by @)-and Cisx 4 = 2. On the other hand the Calvillo theorem’lets us expect some 
‘good’ properties for this convex hull. The convex hull of the matchings of a graph 
is given by a system Ax - < b, x 30 where A is 0, 1 valued and construction (i) 
shows that NBP are generalisations of D(G) and thus that the convex hull of the 
cliques of NBP is a generalisation of the convex hull of the matchings. 
The graphs without K13 (4) as an induced subgraph are generalisations of 
L(G) [l]. However, it is easy to see that the convex hull of their stable sets is not 
given by such a system. Let G be the complement of 
G is without K13 as induced subgraph, G is not NBP and Theorem 1 says that 
(~0’: ~~+x~+x~+~~+~~+2x, = ) is the supporting hyperplane of a facet of 
the convex hull of the cliques of G (the stables sets of G). 
Theorem 5. LRt G be NW such that &cx q = (Y is the suppdng hyperplane of a 
facet of the convex hull of the cliques of G. Let H containing G be NW? Let y be a 
vertex of H not belonging to G. Then there exists a clique containing y having at 
least cu - 1 vertices in G. 
Proof. Let I be the set of the characteristic functions of the maximum cliques (of 
